Residential Flat Lease Extensions — Information for
Leaseholders on Extending Your Lease
Leases with an unexpired term of less than
approximately 83 years are generally
considered short and may cause the
leaseholder problems upon sale. A lease with
an unexpired term of less than 75 years is
considered particularly short and will definitely
impact upon the value of the flat, its saleability
and even its mortgageability. A premium will
have to be paid to the freeholder for a lease
extension and this premium will increase the
shorter the lease becomes.

informal lease extension terms. Lease
extension terms offered on a voluntary basis
when approached informally often do not
usually represent good value for the
leaseholder. We do not advise paying any fees

What is a Statutory Lease Extension?
The 1993 Leasehold Reform, Housing and
Urban Development Act gives leaseholders
the legal right to a 90 year lease extension at a
zero ground rent. To qualify a leaseholder must
hold a lease with an original term granted
greater than 21 years and have owned the
lease for a minimum of two years (see below
for options if you are in the process of
purchasing a flat with a short lease).

Leaseholder Options
A leaseholder can approach the lease
extension in one of two ways:

1. Informal Route
A leaseholder or his valuer can approach the
freeholder (or their management company) and
try and negotiate terms informally for a lease
extension. Typically, the terms offered by
freeholders on a voluntary basis will include
merely extending the lease back to 99 years,
an inflated premium, a vastly increased ground
rent and unfavourable review pattern of the
ground rent. Some freeholders will also ask for
money upfront for fees prior to them providing

in advance and recommend proceeding via the
formal statutory route if freeholders request
fees in advance of offering any terms for a
lease extension.

Email us: info@jwsurveyors.co.uk

3. If the freeholder is known to be unreasonable
and informal terms cannot be agreed, or
informal negotiations are proceeding very
slowly, or the freeholder or managing agent
demands the payment of upfront fees then we
normally recommend commencing formal legal
proceedings to claim a statutory lease

2. Statutory (formal) Route
A leaseholder can serve a formal Notice under
the 1993 Leasehold Reform, Housing and
Urban Development Act to claim a statutory
lease extension. This automatically gives the
leaseholder a 90 year extension to the existing
unexpired term with the ground rent reset to a
peppercorn for the duration of the whole lease.

Julian Wilkins Chartered Surveyors
— What we do
1. Firstly we will undertake a formal lease
extension valuation to advise on the likely cost
of the lease extension premium for a statutory
lease extension.
2. (Optional and often dependant on the
particular freeholder) We will make an
informal approach to the freeholder for a lease
extension upon the statutory terms (i.e. an
additional 90 years with zero ground rent) and
try to negotiate reasonable terms with the
freeholder. This may possibly mean
(particularly if you are selling the property)
deviating from your statutory rights such as
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agreeing an extension back to 99 or 125 years
with a low ground rent depending on your
circumstances. Such ground rents should not
be excessive and with review periods either
every 25 or 33 years, and the premium payable
should be LESS than that payable for a full 90
year statutory extension. You should note that
freeholders are under no obligation to negotiate
informal lease extensions and some will only
offer very unreasonable terms, while others
may simply not even be prepared to discuss
informal terms at all!

extension under the 1993 Act. You will need
to instruct a specialist solicitor who is
experienced in lease extension work (we
can recommend one if required) to prepare
and serve the ‘notice to the
freeholder’ (known as a Section 42 Notice).
This notice has to contain a premium offer.
Once notice has been served, the freeholder
has to respond with a Counter Notice (known
as a Section 45 Notice) within two months. The
Counter Notice should accept the leaseholders
right for a lease extension but typically doesn’t
accept the terms (i.e. the premium offered) and
will contain a counter offer.
4. Once the Counter Notice has been received
we will open negotiations with the freeholder’s

valuer to agree terms including a reasonable
premium. There is a period of up to six months
for the negotiation of terms. If agreement
cannot be reached after an initial two months of
negotiations either party can refer the matter to
the First Tier Tribunal (Property) (FTT),
formerly known as the Leasehold Valuation
Tribunal (LVT) for determination. Realistically,
the vast majority of cases will be settled by
negotiation without proceeding to a tribunal
hearing due to the costs involved and risk to
the freeholder of the determined settlement
being lower than that offered by negotiation!
This is particularly the case for the freeholder
whose legal fees for an FTT hearing can

significantly reduce the profit from the lease
extension with the possibility that the FTT will
side more favourably with the leaseholder.
5. In the unlikely event that terms are not
agreed and the matter is referred to the FTT,
we will prepare the necessary expert witness
valuation report and appear on a leaseholder’s
behalf at the tribunal hearing.

Frequently Asked Questions
1. What happens if I sell my flat during the
statutory lease extension process or want
to sell?
You can assign the benefit of a formal Section
42 Notice to a purchaser who can proceed with
the action without having to satisfy the two year
ownership qualification. Therefore if you have a
freeholder who is only offering extortionate
terms which is stopping you selling you can
have a valuation undertaken and serve formal
notice for a statutory lease extension upon the
freeholder and avoid having to agree
unreasonable terms.
2. What happens if I don’t extend the lease?
A lease is a wasting asset and, as the lease
shortens, the value of the property is
significantly affected and the amount you have
to pay for a lease extension increases. Also, a

ask for further valuation fees if formal
proceedings then take place.
6. It will surely cost me a lot more in fees by
proceeding along the statutory route?

short lease may not be acceptable to a
potential purchaser or a mortgage lender.
3. The leaseholder has died and the lease
needs to be extended. What can I do?
The legal representatives of the deceased
leaseholder have a legal right to serve the
necessary Section 42 Notice upon the
freeholder and claim a statutory lease
extension for a period of 2 years from the date
of probate. Care needs to be taken to serve
the necessary Notice before transferring the
property title in to the ownership of the
beneficiaries. Such a transfer will count as a
change of ownership and the new owners will
have to wait the necessary 2 years before
having a legal right to extend the lease.
4. My freeholder has disappeared or was a
company which no longer exists. How can I
extend my lease?
If the freeholder has disappeared and can’t be
found then the qualifying leaseholders can
make an application to the County Court who
can authorise the granting of a lease extension
in the freeholder’s absence. The premium
valuation is referred to the FTT for
determination. If the freeholder was a company
that has ceased trading and the freehold has
passed to the Crown, the freehold can be
purchased from the Treasury Solicitor.
5. My freeholder has asked for an upfront
fee payment prior to offering terms for an
informal lease extension. Should I pay?
We do not recommend payment of any fees to
the freeholder prior to informal terms being
offered. If a freeholder demands payment we
recommend this is not made and a leaseholder
proceeds via the formal statutory route. This
means that fees are payable only as legally
allowable under the 1993 Act and the
leaseholder can challenge unreasonable terms
including fees. If fees are paid out prior to the
Notice being served, the freeholder may well

Freeholders generally charge valuation and
legal fees when agreeing extensions outside of
the 1993 Act and sometimes further
administration fees. The additional fees for
proceeding via the statutory route are the cost
of your solicitor serving the initial Section 42
Notice, the freeholder’s solicitor receiving the
Notice and serving the Counter Notice, and
your valuation fee. The additional fees however
ensure statutory terms so there will be NO
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future ground rent payments and you will
automatically have the full 90 year extension
added to the existing lease and no doubt will
only pay a reasonable premium. This usually
represents a significant saving overall.
Additional fees can therefore be minimal.
Freeholders cannot recover administration fees
or negotiations fees.
7. How long does it take to complete a
statutory lease extension?
This very much depends on how quickly the
freeholder responds to the initial Section 42
Notice and how quickly negotiations can be
concluded. Statutory lease extensions can be
concluded within 3 months but can take up to 6
months or occasionally longer to complete. If
an application to the FTT is necessary for
determination, a statutory lease extension may
take up to 9 months to complete.
8. I am planning to sell my flat which has a
short lease and am not sure when to start
the process of obtaining a lease extension?
You should ideally commence obtaining the
lease extension as soon as possible as it is
always easier to deal with and easier to obtain
more competitive terms the more time is
available.

Leaseholders are responsible for their own valuation and legal fees. Under the 1993 Leasehold Reform Act, the leaseholder also has to pay
their landlord’s “reasonable” valuation and legal fees. These legal fees are limited to costs related to serving the Section 45 Counter Notice
and drafting the new lease. Fees for any negotiations or dealing with attending an FTT hearing cannot be re-charged to the leaseholder.
Typically the freeholder’s recoverable fees are approximately £1,500 to £2,500.
9. My lease has under 80 years unexpired
and an agent has told me he will be able to
sell the flat easily and without a lease
extension?

advantageous to extend when the lease has in
excess of 80 years remaining.
12. Am I obliged to pay the freeholder’s
costs upfront?
Once the initial Section 42 Notice has been
served, the freeholder is entitled to ask for a
deposit towards his fees of 10% of the
proposed premium or £250, whichever is
greater.
13. How much are Julian Wilkins Chartered
Surveyors fees?

10. What are the freeholder’s costs that I am
going to have to pay once the Section 42
Notice has been served?

Our valuation fees for all instructions within 25
miles of our office (including Worthing, Brighton
& Hove, Chichester, Bognor Regis,
Littlehampton and Horsham) start from £495
plus VAT for leases with over 80 years
unexpired and £545 plus VAT for leases with
under 80 years unexpired. We charge slightly
higher fees for properties outside of the 25
miles according to distance. Full details of our
current valuation fees are provided in our terms
and conditions of engagement.

The freeholder can only re-charge his proper
valuation costs for the preparation of his
valuation and his proper legal costs for dealing
with checking your Section 42 Notice, serving
the Section 45 Counter Notice and the drafting
of the new lease. Fees for any negotiations
or dealing with and attending a FTT hearing
cannot be re-charged unless a party has
acted unreasonably such as not abiding by
tribunal directions. Additional
“administration fees” also cannot be
recovered. If fees are excessive then these
can also be referred to the FTT for
determination even if everything else is agreed.
Typically the freeholder’s recoverable fees are
approximately £1,500 to £2,000.

Negotiations over the premium either before or
after the service of a Section 42 Notice are
charged on a time-cost basis subject to a
maximum fee of £450 plus VAT. In cases
where the negotiated savings are small, we
operate a policy whereby we do not invoice a
negotiation fee of more than 50% of any
saving, and in cases where no saving can be
negotiated, no negotiation fee will be billed for
the time spent on the work. We offer further
discounts for multiple instructions at the same
time in the same block and in some cases can
offer fixed valuation and negotiation fees. Fees
for preparing and appearing at an FTT hearing
will depend on the complexity of the case and
the number of points at issue.

11. Is it really cheaper to extend a lease
when it still has over 80 years unexpired
term?

14. I am worried about the costs of an FTT
hearing?

Property will sell with short leases but will
typically take longer and with more chance of
the sale falling through. The value achieved will
be reduced (often significantly) by more than
the cost of the lease extension to reflect the
short lease and uncertainty of the future lease
extension costs to the buyer.

The 1993 Leasehold Reform Act states that
within the valuation of the premium no marriage
value is payable on lease extensions with
unexpired terms of over 80 years which means
premiums will be lower and therefore it is

Very few cases progress as far as the FTT.
Most are settled before, particularly with
smaller low value cases where the fees for the
freeholder can make the FTT hearing
uneconomic. As mentioned earlier, the fees a
freeholder incurs for an FTT hearing cannot

normally be recovered and therefore most
freeholders wish to avoid any unnecessary cost
to themselves. In some cases where
negotiations are progressing slowly or have
stalled, we may recommend that your solicitor
makes an application to the FTT. In the majority
of cases the threat of an FTT hearing is enough
to re-start negotiations or make freeholders act
more reasonably and the case doesn't actually
ever proceed to a tribunal hearing.

What to do now?
If you are interested in extending your lease but
have any further questions on your specific
case, please feel free to call us on 01903
872211
or
email
us
at
info@jwsurveyors.co.uk on a strictly noobligation basis. If you instruct us, we will send
you out our standard terms of engagement for
you to complete and return. One of our
surveyors will need to carry out a brief
inspection of your property which usually takes
around 20-30 minutes. This is simply to
determine the layout and dimensions of the
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accommodation, the condition of the block and
whether any significant improvements have
been made to the flat. The surveyor will also
need to inspect the lease for your flat (and any
separate garage lease) and you will be asked
to provide us with a copy. If you need help in
obtaining a copy of the lease, please call or
email and ask us for a copy of our Guide to
obtaining your lease and Land Registry
documentation. Once we have inspected your
flat and lease we will write to you with our
valuation report. This contains our valuation of
the likely premium you will need to pay the
freeholder for a statutory lease extension (i.e.
90 years added on to the existing unexpired
term and the ground rent reduced to a
peppercorn). We will also recommend a figure
to be included within the Section 42 Notice that
your solicitor will serve on the freeholder (if you
are following the formal statutory route).

Lease
Extension
Statutory (formal)
Route

Solicitor serves Section 42
Notice to claim the
statutory lease extension

Surveyor approaches
freeholder directly

No time limits

Maximum 2 months

Surveyor opens
negotiations with the
freeholder’s valuer

Failure to agree
reasonable terms so an
application is made to
First Tier Tribunal for
determination

No time limits

Reasonable
terms cannot be
agreed with the
freeholder

Freeholder ‘s Solicitor
serves Section 45 Counter
Notice

Maximum 6 months

Process

Non-Statutory
(informal) Route

Lease extension valuation
undertaken by valuation
surveyor

Terms agreed by
informal
negotiation

No time limits
No time limits

Maximum 6 months

Freeholder changes terms
or introduces
unacceptable lease
conditions

Reasonable terms
agreed during 6 month
negotiation period

Maximum 4 months

6 weeks—3 months

Key

Further negotiations
and terms agreed
before tribunal hearing.

Terms including
premium determined
by the First Tier
Tribunal
Maximum 4 months

Maximum 4 months

New lease completed

Actions undertaken by
specialist surveyor
Actions undertaken by
specialist solicitor

Maximum
time limits
usually
agreed within
terms

Glossary of Lease Extension Terms
Freeholder — Owns the freehold of a property which can include a building and other property or land. In a block of flats, for example, the freeholder
would own the land and the actual building. A leaseholder will own a flat within that property on a lease for a fixed length of time, but the freeholder will
own the property outright. The freeholder is usually responsible for the repair and maintenance of the exterior and common parts of the building. At the
end of the lease, the flat ownership reverts to the freeholder. A freeholder is also commonly referred to as the landlord.

Leaseholder — A leaseholder is someone who owns a property for a specific term as set out in the lease, typically for 99, 125 or 999 years. The
length of the lease decreases year by year until it eventually runs out. A leaseholder is sometimes referred to as a tenant, but this should not be
confused with short term agreements.

Statutory Lease Extension — A lease extension granted under the 1993 Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act which gives
leaseholders the right to extend their lease by an additional 90 years and reset the ground rent to a peppercorn. To qualify for a statutory lease
extension, leaseholders must have owned the property for more than 2 years. This is sometimes referred to as a formal lease extension.

Non-Statutory Lease Extension — A lease extension granted by the freeholder voluntarily without the need for formal legal notices being served.
This reduces costs in terms of legal fees, however the terms offered may not always be as favourable to the leaseholder as the statutory terms, i.e. a
shorter lease extension back up to 99 years and the retention of any ground rent.

Section 42 Notice — Sometimes referred to as “formal Notice”. This is the legal notice served by the leaseholder upon the freeholder to claim their
statutory right to a lease extension. The Section 42 Notice needs to be served by a specialist solicitor and contains a proposed premium for the lease
extension.

Section 45 Notice (or Counter Notice) — This is the legal notice the freeholder serves upon the leaseholder following the serving of the Section
42 Notice. Typically the Counter Notice will accept the leaseholder’s right to a lease extension but will not accept the premium proposed and will most
likely contain a higher proposed premium for the lease extension.

Premium — This is the price the leaseholder must pay to the freeholder to extend the lease. The premium is calculated by specialist surveyors
(sometimes referred to as valuers) and is based on a number of different variables including the value of the property before and after the lease
extension, the unexpired term of the lease and the ground rent payable.

Marriage Value — Refers to the potential increase in the value of the property following the completion of the lease extension, reflecting the
additional market value of the property with a longer lease. The 1993 Act requires that this “profit” be shared with the freeholder. However if the
remaining lease is more than 80 years, the freeholder is not entitled to a share of the marriage value if the lease is being extended via the statutory
route. This is why 80 years is such an important mark in lease extension cases as the premium payable to the freeholder will increase significantly once
the terms drops below 80 years.

Ground Rent — An annual fee paid to the freeholder by the leaseholder. Details of the amount of the ground rent, how often it is paid and
whether it will increase are set out in the lease. Care must be taken when considering informal offers from freeholders as often the ground
rent is high with regular increases. Such ground rents are often referred to as onerous ground rents. A statutory lease extension
essentially extinguishes any ground rent in the lease by reducing the ground rent to a “peppercorn” (see below).
Peppercorn — A term used in the 1993 Act to indicate a “token payment” - essentially it means nil. A statutory lease extension reduces the ground
rent to a peppercorn for the remainder of the new lease term.

Enfranchisement — An action whereby qualifying leaseholders may purchase the freehold interest in the building. The minimum number of
participating leaseholders must equal half the total number of flats in the building; for example, if there are 8 flats in the building, at least four of the flats
of qualifying leaseholders must participate in the action. If there are only two flats in the building, both flats of qualifying leaseholders must participate.
Statutory Deposit — A freeholder is entitled to have his reasonable legal and valuation costs in granting an extension paid by the leaseholder and is
allowed to demand a deposit in statutory lease extension cases. The amount that can be demanded is 10% of the premium stated in the section 42 or
£250, which ever is the greatest. Your solicitor may require you to make this deposit available before the Section 42 Notice is served.
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